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THE PRODUCTION OF CHARGED PHaI'OY.SSONS FRO\1 DEUTERIUH AND HYDROOEN--?ART 1* 

R. Stephen vlhite, Mark J. Jakobson~ and Alvin G. Schulz++ 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

Hydrogen and deuterium gases have been bombarded in a gas target at a tem-
f 

perature of 7,.,0.,. and at i. pressure of about 140 atllospheres by the 3lb ± 10 Hev 

"spread-out" bremsstrahlung photon beam of the Berkeley electron synchrotron. 
i .~ 

The charged IT mesons \f1110h were produced were collimated at angles of 45°, '))0, 

and 135° to the beam direction. The rr+ mesons were detected with trans-stilbene 

scintillation orystals using ITtt, lrji, and I~(1) delayed coincidences and n+ and IT-

mesons were detected with I1ford C-2 200 mioron nuclear emulsions. The ratios 

- + 6 of the numbers of IT to IT mesons produced in deuteri~~ ware 0.9 ± 0.10, 
" . 
I. -

~.09 ± 0.12 and 1.21 ± 0.17 for the angles of 45°, 90°, and 135°, respectively. 
/-

. f~ 
No variation of the ratio with meson energy, outside statistics, was observed. 

Absolute values for the IT+ meson energy distribution functions from hydrogen and 

deuterium per "equiva.lent quantum" have been measured at each of the above pro, 
duction angles. The differential and total cross sections hElve been obtained 

by integrating over energy and angle, re3pectively: The experimental ratios of 

the deuterium to hydrogen cross seotions are in good agree:nent with the phenomeno

/ logical theory of Chew and Levis when the Hulthen deuteroh function with ~ = 6a. 

is used in the initial state, plane waves are used for the nucleons in the final 

state, and the bremsstrahlung cut-of.1' is taken into acoount. The 'statistios of 

the data are, however, not sufficient to determine the amount of spin interaction. 

The excitation functions for hydrogen and deuterium and points on the angular 

distribution curves in the center of mass 3ystem have been obtained. An upper 

limit 0.1' .J.OB of the charged 1r me::30n oross3ection was obtained for f.b meson pro-

duetion from deuterium. 

*Purt 2 of this paper "'ill be The ~r_o~~c~~~n_ of~~a=~~~_PE?t?:ne_~o~s_ ~~9m Heli~. 
Heli~-hydrogen Ratios. 

,,,,Now at University of 'Jashington, Seattle, ..Jashington 
-r~Now at Applied Jhysics Labor",tory, Johns Hopkins University, Silver Springs,. }laryland 
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THE PiWDUCTION OF CHA:illED PHOTOMF'..50NS FRO~'1 DEUTERIUM AND HYDiWGEN--PART 1 
• 

R. Stephen White, lofark J. Jakobson, and Alvin G. Sohulz 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since the first report of photomeson productionl , a number of photomeson 

2 produotion experiments have been performed. It is quite probable ~lat produo-

tion experiments 'With nuclei of a large number of nucleons yield more information 

about the structure of the nucleus, and the meson interaction 'With nucleons before 

leaving the nucleus, than about the initial production of the meson itself. For 

infoI!Mi\on concerning the production, therefor-e, experi;nentS' 'With light nuclei 

should be performed. Of the light nuclei the photomeson production from the 

free proton or neutron ahouli be the ea.siest to interpret theoretically because 

of the a.bsence of nucleon-nucleon interaction com~lications. These free nucleon 

reactions are thought to be: 

Y + p---7>n + 1T+ 

Y + n~p + rr- , 
The first reactionoas been studied by Steinberger, Bishop, and Cook2c ,d,e 

and by Feld et al. 2j , and the second, has not been investigated because of the 

lack of a concentrate'd target of neutrons.' As an alternative to the free nucleon, 

reactions, this experiment has utilized the loosely bound neutron and proton in 

1. E. M. l~cMil1an and J. }.f. Peterson, Scienoe lP9, 438 (1)49) 

2a. E. \tClr1111an, J. '1. Peterson and R. '). 1,.Jhite, Scienoe 119, 579 (1:11.)) 
b. J. Peterson, W. Gilbert, and R. S. ·,:hite. Pilys. Rev. 81, 10)) (1'151) . 
c. J. Steinberger and A., S. Bishop, Phys. Rev. 7e, 494 (1950) \, 
d. A. S. Bishop, J. Steinberger anil L. Cook, Phys. Rev. $0, 2)1 (1)5) 
e. J. Steinberger and A. S. Bishop, -'by-so Rev. 86, 180 (1/52) . ~ 
f. R. F. \1os1ey,Phys. Rev. 80, 493 (1150) 
g. :t. ;1. Littauer and D. Wa11:"3r, Phyt1. Rev. d2, 746 (lj51) 
h. H. Ca'1'l.8.c, D. R. COl'JOn, R. \(. Litta :er, A. p. Shapiro, A. g,_lverman, Ei. R. 

WilElQ} , W. ;{. :'!ood'W:lrd, Phy.3. Rev. :?, 7/l,5 (1)51) 
i. H. A. Aedicus, Phys. Rev. $?2, 662 (1)51) 
j. B. T. Fe1d, D. H. Frisch, I. L. Lebow, ~. s. Osborne, and J. S. Clark, 

Phys. Rev. ~, 600 (lj52) 
k. I. L. Lebow, B. T. Fel'l, J. rI. Frisch, un 1 Y,. :;. Jsborne, l'hy.3. Rev. 9~' 6....1 

(1952) 
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the deuteron to compare the above produotion cros~ sections. In addition, by 

oomparing the oross seotions for the produotion of rr+ mesons from deuterium 

and hydrogen one oan study the reduction in the deuteron oross seotion whioh 

results from exolusion effeots which was first pointed out by Feshbach and 

Lax. 3a,b In the deuteron reaotion 

y + d~2n + rr+ 

~2p + rr-

35 lS 3p ...... 

as the £inal nucleon state must be antisymmetric, the resulting neutrons or pro

tons oan only end in the lS, 3p, •••••• states. Since the deuteron is initially 

in the 3S state, unless the proton flips its spin in the produotion of a meson, 

the available phase spaoe is reduced relative to that for the production from 

a free proton, or neutron. Chew and Lewis4 have pointed out that in addition to 

the above effeot the oross section will be further reduced because of the re-

duction in phase space due to the binding energy of the deuteron. Using a 

phenomenological approaoh, they have oaloulated the ratio of the production oross 

sections from the deuteron and the proton. T~ constants, the amplitude for spin 

flip and amplitude for non-spin flip appear v/hich can be determined experiment-

ally Qy a measurement of these cross sections. This problem has also been 

--~-""'-''''''''~-''''---'''''-''-'''--'''''~,"' 

3a. H. Feshbaoh and !.f. Lax, Phys. Rev. 76, 134 (1949) 

b. H. Lax and H. Feshbach, Phys. Rev. 81, 189 (1)51)· 

4a. C. F. Chew and H. W. Lewis, Phys. Rev. §~, 779 (1951). For the initial 
deuteron state, the Hulthen wave function was used. Integration over the 
final nucleon states was carried out b,y means of Closure Theorems. 

b. C. F. Chew and H. W. Levis, Unpublished calculations. For the initial 
deuteron state the Hulthen wave function \.IdS U:Jed. In. the final state 
the nucleons were treated as plane waves. 
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·treated .phenorasnologica.1ly by other theoretical investige.tors5.' 

'An exploratory experiment of' Hozley and vlhite6, using light aJ1d heavy water 
t, 

targets and eleotronio .meson deteotion indioated that rr+ meson produotion from 

deuterium,. at a produotion angle of 900 , did not differ greatly f~om the rr~ meson 

production from hydrogen.. The present experiment was designed to investigate 

the produotion of rr+ and 1T- mesons from deuterium as a function of both angle of 
. 

emission and meson energy, and to measure the ratios of the produotion cross 
. + . 

seotions for ~ mesons from deuterium and hydrogen.~ This study has also been 

made by Lebow, Fe1d, Frisoh and Osbornec 2k 

IIo EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The source of photons for this experiment was the J18 ± 10 ~1ev bremsstrahlung 

"spread-out" beam from the Berkeley electron synchrotron. This beam was generated 

from"the 322 ~ 5 Mev eleotron beam VI~ich struck an internal O~02J ineh platinum 

target.. The IIspread-c:iut" beam. \ola5 obtained by modulating the rf accelerating 

voltage such, that the electrons spilled into the target over.a period of about 

J,OOO J~ec.7 This.occurred in such a way that about half of the electrons hit 

the target before and after the peak field ",as reached. The erllerging.Jleam.had a 

5a. Go Morpurgo, I1 Nuovo Cimento 2, 552 (1951). For the initial deuteron state 
the ordinary exponential wave funotion was used. In the final state the 
nucleons vere treated as plane ~veso 

b. s. ~~ohida and T. T&~ura, Progress of Theoretieal Physics 9, 572 (1951). 

o. 

6. 

Caloulations are applioable only if the tyO nuoleons end in thelS state. '. 
For the initial deuteron state the Hulth6n wave funotion was used. 

Y. Salta, Y. Watanabe, and Y. Yamaguchi, Progressof Theoretical Physics 1, 
103 (1)52) •• For the irtitial deuteron state. the Hulthln wave ,function ",laS 

usedo In the final state the nucleons were treated as plane wa~as, as well 
. as distorted S-state waves. The results of their plane wave oalculation 
are equivalent to those of Che~ and Lewis4b • . 

R. F •. ~-1ozley and R. S. rihite, unpublished results. 

Preliminary results of this experiment have previOUsly been reportedo 
R. So White, UC~L-1J19 (1951). 
Ro S. White, M. J. Jakobson, and A. G. Schulz, Phys. Rev. §2, 770 (1951) 

G. Gauer and C. Nunan, UCRL-714 (1950) 
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f.ull ,.;:tdtlJ. at hll.lf-lnt,..,n::l.:tty of 0.~nJ5 re.die.ns. At 55 inches from the eJectron 

target p the beam \';(1:3 definf"~d by fl three-quarter inch tapered hole in a. nine-inch 

r', load wall, as in sho;.·in in Fig G 1. Ti.-JO sf')conc1nry collimators \-rere u..sed to absorb 

the spray of electrons from the walls of the primary collimator. 
I,) 

.< 

h ., 
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The beam was IDom tor'ed by means of an ioniza.tion chamber placed in front 

of the primary collirr~tor. A second ionization chamber placed ten feet b~hind 

the rear end of the target was used .. as a check on the front mom tor. The mesons 

'.' passed through lead absorbers, wer!:! stoFped, and \.fere detected either in nuclear 

emulsions or in trans-stilbene crystal detectors. The nominal detection angles 

of 450
, 90°, and 1350 were defined b:;r uranium slits. Lead shielding served to 

prevent e-lectrons and mesons, which were emitted <:it other angles, from reaching 

the detectors • 

. A. Target 

A high-pressure, low-temperature target was sel(~cted for this experi'7!ent. 

The assembly of the target is shoun in Fig~ 2. The tareet consisted essentially 

of 3 concentric cylindrical containers. 'l'he inside pressure vessel was designed 

to\.rithstand.a pressur~ of about 5 times the operating pressure of l40 atmospheres 
opilraill}j 

at the operating tempera.ture· of 77"K, and. .vas tested to ~ ti1!l8S thisApl~essure. 

The liquid nitrogen made direct contact with the pressure wall for most of the 

lp.ngth of the target. The vacuum syatem was fpr the ;1Urpose cf lowering heat 

tonduction to the target gas and for conserving the liquid nitrogen. 

The liquid nitrogen wa.s stored in a ·tank above the target and fed to the 

cooling wall through'·pipes. 'l\to thermocouples were placed in the tank at dif-

ferent levels and a third WllS placed on one of the end caps. The·signals yere 

sent to an automatic'recorder in the counting area so that one had a record of 

the nitrogen level and the tempera.ture of the pressure wa11, and thus the gas, 

at all times. 

One tube frOLl the ga,s pressure cylinder was led directly to the counting 

area to a calibrated pressure gauge. From this gauge the pressure of the gas 

\"a5 read at intervals. The densities of the gase,s \-Jere obtained from the experi-
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. 8 
mental curves for the equations of state measured by johnston et ale 

va1ues are given to 0.1 percent accuracy. 

Their 

, An 011 pump was used to c..~"'?pris~ the hydrowm gas from cyli nder pressure 

'w to the' operating pressure. Because of the expense of the deuteriUlll it was nec-

essary to recover it after each bomoo.rdmept. The oil pumping" system of Panofsky, 

q 
at al.' was used for this purpose. The pressure system was pumped down to 1flSS ' 

that l'rom of Hg pressure in each gas ,exchange to insure negJ.igihle mi~ing of the 

ga.ses,. t.Jhen comparison among gases was desired at least thrr'e chanees of the gases 

were mad~ in each 16 hour bombardment period. 

" The photon bAaJn t.raver~ed 0 0 89 gm per cm~ of st::.inless steel in, the front 

end of the target a.nd 5.2 gm per cm2 of the deuterium from thp. front to the rear 

of the target. The 5 percent photon attenuation in the staiQlesB steel target 

,end \oIas negilgible compared to the uncertainty 1.n theat)f;o]ute beam monitoring 

of 20 r-e rCflnt. T'na 2 percent attenuatior. over t.he enUre length of the target 

gas that might aftectthe relat.ive va]ues betveen the 1350 
and 1..50 ang10s is 

cons:i.derably less than the statistics, and is of the sa...'TlG order of accuracy as 

"the relatj"e beam mOnitoring. 

P4esons Which were produced in the gas of tho target a.nd were emitted, per-

penciicular to the axis of "the target had to penetrate 2.3 gIn of stainless steel 
, 

and 0.1 gm of liquid nitrogen. 'rhe minimum energy of H mesons' that could pen-, 

",00 . 
etrate this l:>aterial was 22 Hev; at 45 and 135 the minir'lUIn meson energy was' 

27 Mev. The energy loss of~~ mesons originating on the center line of the tar-

get iG less than one Mev in the target gas for all but the low~st energy mesons. 

This giv,=s a maximu,'n uncGrtainty in the lI'.CSC!l energy, due to the target diameter, 

8. E. L. Johnstol1, 1. BeZDk1.n, T. Rubin, C. Swanson, W. Cora}:' and Fo Rifkin, 
MDDC~850 

9. ',.j. Panofs};y, L. Aamodt and J. Hat! ley, Phys. Rev. en, 565 (1951) 
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of less than 2 Hev. This uncertainty is small compared to the detector energy 

\ddths 'ihich ranged from 5 to 20 Mev. For the experimentc..l arrangement used$ 

\'- computations showed th3.t the target could be treated as a line source to .... ithin 

1 percent accuracyo 

IiflaSS spectrOi'neter analysis of the deuterium gas sho'.,.,ed a99 J,;ercent Iconcell-

, r'i!l!lO, 
tration of deuterium with about a ] percent contamination of hyarogfm. This 

amount of contamination could be neglected. 

~~llimators. Slits. and Abso~ 

The selection of a gas pressure target with its in.'1erently thiel, waIls re-

quired th1'1t the target be long so that mesons made in the stainless steel end 

walls could be ~hielded au;',; otherwise, a Jarge subtraction would have 'been ne-

cessitated. Lead was se1ected for the shielding materIal as, it has a high nuclear 

charge, Z, and consequently is quite effective in stopping electrons and photons 

in the bremsstrahlung and pair production region. 

Two sections through the meson collimating system are ilJustrated scherns.tically 

in Fig. 3. In the section perpendicular to the photon bean direction, at the 

center of the targot, are shown the five similar collimating systems arranged 

azimuthally about the be8.J.ild1rection. The lower co11irrating system was used only 

for the coincicience crystal r'ietect,ors. The other four identical collimating 

systeffis g which were used for the nuclear emulsion detection, allowed the simul-

taneous IT:easurement Gf' four different energies at each of the three, angles of 

observation. 

The angles, as defined by the slits, are shown in the plane section through 

one of the colJ.i:i,atinp; systems in Fig. 3 and are listed in Table I. 

10. R. H. PhllJips, Private Communication 
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Table I. Angular Resolution of the Colhr:lating Systems 

, 
I 

DETECTOR 

! NUCLFAR &1ULSIONS 

I I CRYSTAI~ 
I 

I 

LAB ANGLE 

450 + 170 

-:150 

'900 ::16° 
1350 1-150 

-lr' 

90° ':'16° 
1350 t19° 

From the emulsion data one can obtain a check on the collimation.'ihe channel 

resolu.tion was folded into the mul Uple scatteri ng fer the mesons passing through 

the lead and glass absorbers to ob~iin a distribution in angle of the mesor~ 

near their endings' •. In Fig. 4, for the 45° and 90° colJ imators, the computed 

curve for mesons with an init,ial energy of 70 He'\' 11.00 final energy of 2 Mev is 

compared with a set of sel~~ted mes6ns with an ave~age initial energy of 70 M2V. 

The angle to the collimator direction was measured at 200 md.crons (2 Mev) back 

from the meson endi~s. The calculations of mu1tiple scattering included energy 

11 loss in the absorbers. 

In order, to mi nimi ze sU t penetration, urani urn sJits, wi th a high stopping 

pol.fer per unit length, vere used. The Jow-energy gammas fro~ the uranium did 

not contribute a.ppreciably to the single-grain background on the nuclear enrulsions, 

nor to the background cOunts in the crystals. 

The part of the emulsion which vas scanned and most of -the, crystal in .. /hich 
, \ 

the mesons stor:ped were 50 placed that very few electrons or mesons could be re-

fleeted ai: sl11All angles off the slits into the detectors. The slit .Tas cut away 

~.~. . 

11. L. EYees, Phys. Rev.'lk., 1535 (1948) 
L. L. Foldy, Phys. Rev. 22, 311 (1949) 
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on the side nearest the detector, so ,\-hat only ;"lectrons or mesons reflected from .. 
it at Jarge ang] ':'S could reach the detectors. 

Lead was selected for the ~bsorber material. Lead has a large stopping 

• power per unit length and in addition had a large attenuation for the high energy 

electrons which yere made, in the ends of the sta1nless st(~e1 envelope a.nd were 

scattered down the channels from the cylindrical 1.;alls of the targ~t. 

The energies of the mesons th~t ;.:topped in the detectors Here determined ~ 

from computed range-en,ergy curves,12 and the range-energy curves for glassl3 

and emulsion. 14 

C, Detectors 

\Oihen photons strike deuterons, both 1-\ ; and '\, - mesons are produced. In the 

presence of r.latter i\ mesons are almost invariably· captured as they cOrJe to rest • 

. ~:~ mesons, on the other hand, are repulsed by the coulo:nb field of the nucleus 

and decay with a characteristic mean] ifetime of 2.5 x 10-8 sec. 15 into ',+ meson::; 

yith energies of 4 Mev. 

For this ··xperi'~ent the eharacteristic endings were used to dist: nguish 

1\ +-and '\1' - mesons in the nlcJear emulsions. The"\\ -L !.coincidence detection method 

used by Jakobsen, Schulz and Steinberger,I5b the e+ decay of the ,I (+ meson used 

by several experimenters, here called!i - ~ coincidence detection, and coinci6.enct:1s 

between these two methods, called ',..-1/- (1oetection, were chosen for the detection 

of the I'IT mesons. The crystal detection was used to obt.iin detailed statistics 

of the energy distributions, and the nuclear emulsions for fixing the absolute 

12. W. A. Aron, B. G. Hoffr~n anu F. C. WiJ]iams, UCRL-121, 2nd Rev. (1949) 

13. W. A. Aror:, Range-energy curve f'or glues, Private COi7lr.mnication 

14. H. Bradner, F. Smith, W. Barkas and A. S. 3ishop, Phys. Rev. 77, 462 (1950) 

15a. C. Wiegand, Phys. Rev. 31, 1085 (11351) 
b. H. Jakobson, A. Schulz ~ J. Stcinberrer, r'11/8. Rev. ,2, 894 (1';'11) 
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crOBS sections and for determination of the deuterium minus-plus ratios. 

1. Crystal coincidence detection. Some of the 11 + mesons which left the 

target passed through the absorber and first crystal and stopped in the second 

"'; crystal, as illustrated in the' block diagram of the electronics, ,Fig. 5. The 

individual pulses were vi,ewed by separate photomultipliers and the signals were 
1 

sent to a v/iegand-type distributed coincidence.16 The coincidence pulse was 

delayed 0.025 microseconds by RG63/U cable, ~ndwas' used to open a gate of 

8 x 10-8 sec. duration. If the 1fT meson decayed into a,L(+ meson duririg the time 

interval that the gate was open, a delayed coincidence resulted and the meson 

,.,.a5 counted on Scaler 2. The accidental background for the If -.1-1. coincidence was 

obtained qy delaying the gate for a time long compared to the ~ +mean Jife. 

In a similar ma~ner, the'1i'- 1icoincidence pu] se was used to' open a seri'as of ~ 

ga tea. , The beta delayed coincid·mces \Jere registered on Scalers 7, 13" 9, and 

10. As the )'l+ mean life is about 2.2 x 10-6 sec., shaping circuits were used 

along with the slower coincidence circuits. The first br~ta gate \ .. 8.5 then put 

into coincidence with thell-'» signal: to form the ''1\-).)-~ coincidence, which was 

then registered on Scaler 11. 

Different counting methods were used to count the same events; therefore, 

it would ap}~ar PoSSible to. determine the efficiencies of, each of the three methods 
!. 

and the actual number of 'lI t mesons that stopped in the second crystal. This 

determination is dependent on the fact that all, or a knmro fr.action, of the. 

-nt- mesons that stopped i,n. the second crystal opened gatos. No clear-cut 'lr+ meson 

plateaus ",rere observed 'for the 'p~ses from the' second" crystal. Therefore~ instead 

of obtaining efficiencies itl this manner, they were calculated from the nuclear 

16. C. Wiegand, R9V. Sci. Inst. 21, 975 (1950) 
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emulsion data. This.determination showed that at the photomuJ.tiplier voltages 

used, about 1200 vo~ts,only about half of the _,\t- mesons which stopped in the 

last crystal opened gates. The measured' efficiencies and 'i~he typical ratios of 

'I.,,' the La ckground counts to true counts are given i n ~able II. The counting ra. te 

for the iT -j.( coincidences t.Jas of the order of one per minute at -the emission angle 

of 900 ami meson energies of 70 Mev. The observed backgrounO. coun~ing rates t.rere 

compaU ble ,with those ca.lculated. 

Detection 
Method 

Table II. Crystal Coincidence Dete~tion 

E!fj.~enci es ani BackO'round 

Efficiency Background 
Counts/- True 

( Counts 

=,,-:L ____ ----.--~!!. ---- -----~..:-~--~ _I 
·1(-j·{ 0.077 I 0.10 - 0.20 .. I ----_. __ ._----,-_._._ .. _----_.- _._----_ .. _ .. _---_._-, 

1(:"A- G .. 0,.027. I ~(J..Ol ! 

The following addi tiona) evidence may be presented that 'IT + mesons 'were being 

detected. 1) vfuen the Inaximum photon beam energy was reduced below the threshold 

for meson production no mesons were counted. 2) The shape of the ~tr+ meson energy 

distribution at 90° compares well with the one obtained by Bishop, et al. 2d 

J) The re~at1ve shapes of the distributions obtained by each of the counting 

methods agree, within statistics, at both 900 and 135°. 4) The counter data 

is in good agreemont with the ~mtllsion data for the relE;l.t.ive shapes of the spectra 

and for the deuterium-hydrogen ratios. 
~. 

A run was madewith·the experimental setup identical to the usual runs except 

.... ri than empty pressure chamber. The meson counting rate observed \laS negJigi ble 

compared to. the normal counting rates Hith gas in the target. 

Recently it was reported1? that pulses in a photomultiplier were folloved 
/. 

17. T. N. K. Godfrey, F. B. Harrison, and J. \-1. Keuffe), Phys. Rev. §.4, 1248 (1951) 
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by secondary "satellite" p-.uS6S vilidl occurred \.;ith a definite time rat,s of Guild 

up and decay. The satellite pulses were counted down to one-thirtieth oft-he' 

minimum ma~.n pulse size. For the delayed coincidences of this experilnent, on 

the other hand, the "I.{ pulses required were about one-tenth of the maximum pulse 

that might be expected from a stopping proton. 

In order t.o determine whether or not satellite pulses would be sufficiently 

large to ma.ke a delayed coincidence at the level required by this coincidence 

circuit, a test was made using protons from the 32 Mev linear accelerator. The 

pulses from protons passing through the first crystal and stopping in the second 

were used to open delayed gates. The proton ene~gy loss in the second crystal 

was about 15 Mev. The number of satellite pulses from the second photomultiplier 

was found to be negligible compared to the number of mesons which would have been 

recorded under running 'conditions of this experiment for that number of gates. 

Furthermore no mesons were recorded when mesons could have not stopped in! the 

second crystal, i.e. when the maximum energy 'Of the photon beam was reduced below 

the meson threshold energy. 

2. Nuclear emulsion detection. Ilford C-2 nuclear emulsions were selected for 

detectors as their sensitivity is about optimum for meson detection. They were 

backed by 1 x 3 x 1/16 inch glass plates and were exposed in lead boxes in stacks 

of five sandwiched between glass plates. This method of exposure was economical 

of beam time as n~lear emulsions could be pulled at, different exposures and 

blank glass plates insertede The exposures ranged from 1 to 5 x 1012 equivalent 

quanta. Only those emulsions ",tlich recorded the lowest energy mesons, (thin 

absorbers) were limi te.d to the low exposures. The single grain background on 

the emulsions indicated that practically ali of the background electrons were 

coming from the target. 

In order to obtain absolute cross sect~ons, it WaS necessary to have a meas

urement of the emulsion thickness before development. This was obtained by sending 
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390'14cv alpha-particles through the emulsions at an angle of 450 to the plane 

of the emulsion. As the emulsions shrink only in the' dimension perpendicular to 

the p]a:w of the emulsion, the projected trade Jength after deVf'~lopI!1.ent is equal 

, <.' to the original thickness before development. The shrinkage factor obtained by 

. , 

this method was 2.1.2 ! 0.12. The relative shrinkage: factors are considered to 

be good to 2 percent. 

The method'of meson identification and classification employed in this ex
\ 

periment have previously been reported. 2b .. ' 

,The emu]sion dstection method is subject to several intern~l checks. 1) In 

Fig. 4 it was demonstrated that the mesons originated in the target, were col-

llma.ted and scattered in the absorbers as expected. 2) FrOIn a plot of the number 

of meson endings, of each of the three types, versus their depth in the 'emulsion, 

the meson emulsion depth acceptance criterion was established. If the mesons 

end near the surface of the emulsion, or near the glass, the tracks are often 

shor:ter and therefore more difficult to identify. In addition, if prongs or mesons 

are emitted from the ending there is a possibility that they will be ffiissed. 

Only mesons ending 3 microns or more, after development, from either surface of 

the emulsion were accepted" This removed about 7 percent of the available emul-

sion volume. J) The projected ranges of the mesons, measured from their endings 

oo.ck. to the point, "here they ent.ered or left the emu]sion were measured to about 

10 percent accuracy. The similar:i.ties of the projected track. length '~distri,butions 

for mesons d th <J' and '71-j.l· endi ngs indicated a consistert detection efficiency 

for both types of meson endings. The p distri bution was compatible with a group 

of mesons "'hich originated 'in the target. superi:nposed on a distribution .rhich 

originat'~d in the immediate vicinity of the emulsion. The distribution of -i
f I. 

mesons from the ends of '11'-;- mesons ] ends i tse]f rather easily to analysiS. The 
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. . 
expected distribution function for isotropic emission.has been included alol".g 

,,:i. th observed distribution in Fig. 6. The curve on the plot .:as normalized in 

the re.gion of 50 to 500 microns. As 11' -i m€SOYlS v!:i.th very short t..(. i- T1lp.son decays 

f.' a.re more difficuJ t to find than those with long decay tracks or i( - /!COi~pJ ""t.es, 

the'Jack of/((.1"mesons in the 0-50 micron interval might be exrected. TIl", r.urve 

fitted in this manner would indicate that about 7 percent of the total ';r -:- mesons 

Vlere not seen •. It \o!Oulci also predict 76-,\- J{completes, Hell \.'i thin the statistics 

of the 80·observed. The curve was also normalized from 50 microns to infinity 

(all ranges above 600 microns would be included in the-ir-Ltcompletes) with sim-

ilal' re!3U1ts. 4) Plots of the anguJar distribut;i.on of all typos of mesons from 

'deuteril~ for the nominal angle of 45° are shown in Fig. 7. The distriuQtion 

of ,~(+ mesons from the f+ endings is uniform in a.ngle of emission. The ';rt- and 

1(- mesons are certainly cor:dng from the ta.rget. The distribution of p -endings 

shows a. uniform background. of . .,u"!" mesons p1us a hump from the ta!'get direction. 

~. , 

If this unifor;ll b::lckground ofj-{' mesons and the )c.{·--and I.{ :neson~ due to decay 

in flight of the "'-,"; mesons are subtracted frot:! the distri tJtitiol}, the reln"l.ining 

number of:? endings must be from 'ii'{:-mesons which do not form stars plus any._u 
I \ 

mesons that n0 ght l:ave been p::.'oduced in the taiget. If all of the remaining 

me'sons are considered to be 11-- mesons which do not form stars,onn arrives at 

the prong distribution of 't(-me::::ons shown in TableIll. The da.ta. of Adelma.n and 

- 18 
Jones, 1'1enon, and Adelmaz:t ha.s been i neluded for compl.rison. If one ta.kes their 

fraction of 11 - mesons which do not form stars, the ra.tio of the cross section 

for.!.:. ;neson production to 11.mesonproduction 'in deuterim!l. is -0.04 :. 0.08. i~ith ... 

in statistics there were no..,.l.-( mesons produced in the ta.rget; a sil1'.J.1ar anaJysis 

19. f. L. Adelman, pr~s. Rev. Q2, 249 (1952) 
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of the hydrogen data gives the same result. This value is in agreement with 

2b the experiment in which carbon was bombarded by photons. If, on ,the other 

hand,: one aSSlimes nOI{ mesons are made in the target, the e:'::peri:;-;ental fraction 

of .. ;;,- mesons' which give no ionizing tra.cks at their endings agrees ',-ri thin sta-

. l' 19 ~ tistics ;.:1 th the va ue of Adelraan and JO~f:S. 

Table m. Fractiona) number of prongs from v-mesons' 

~~--~----------------~--------------------------------~ 

I
, Adelman ~nd Jones, Henon pt a1., 

AdeIman1 1'5 

ifrom 303 c '- mesons from 3366<~' mesons 
~----~~~~~~.-~~-+~~~~~~~~~---------~--

i I 
l'j6 I 0.23: 0.08 0.268 ± 0.021 

1------+I------------------~f----------------'--------------·--4 
I vi I 0.26:: 0.03 I' 0.237 + 0.007 

I· . 

I '. ... I 
l ""3' 0.15 ~ 0.02 I 0.16) f- 0.006 
i I, 

I------+------------------+·--------------------------------~ I c-' • 

1 '4 
, -j' o.rm - 0.004 

O.O~ l: 0.01 C014 + 0.001 
! "; 

\-----~~----------------~-----------~----------------~ 
O.CO):: 0.003 0.001 

.1. 
.... 0.001 I 

\ -:76 

IdenUca] s~anning of the 28J!le emulsion by cifferent observer£' indicated 

that. the absolute efficiencies of cb:::ervers is gr~ater than 90 percent. Analysis 

of the pr'oj ected ran:g~s of /.1 .... mescns indicated th'3.t abt"olut~ efficiencie,s for 

~. 

the observ~1.tion of "1; 'mesons was greater than 90 perCtmt, but that proba1?ly some 

short ''j( + mesons \,'i th short" ( t meson decays were rni ssed. Some short "-;'( mesons 

---"~" -------------
oq, '39. F. L. AdeJ:::an and S. B. Jones, SciEmce }_11, ~26 (1950) 
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are sJightly easier to identify than short 'ir+ mesons because .of the heaviJy 10n-

i zing tracts at their endi ngs; on the other hand, some of the short )r - mesons 
,~. 

:nay be confused with. the lOlJ-energy photo-induced stars in the emulsion and might 

r. . not be counted. In vievl of ti1ese arguments it is felt th;J.t the reJative detection 

efficiencips for f(T- B.nd ~tf mesons arE:: about equal, and that if systematic errors 

are present they "WouJ.d tend to ] o,,,,er the rd nus-plus ratios s1ig1·:tly. As the ab-

solute efficiencies are. not knovn precis!,)Jy, the data bas not been corrected for 

observer I'>,ff1.ciency. Inclividmilobserver error .ws minildzed ·by dividing· the· 

emulsion a}'ea to be scanned into two parallel sti.'i ps, each 1 em x 2. 5 em. Each 

of the ;: stl~ipc \1aS scanned by a different ~bserver. Comparing the data. f.rom 

the tHO arew"; shm .. ed no sy3tematlc error that COUld be attributed to inc';ividual 

. observers. 

For the hydro~'2n exp0sures at flach·of the angleS, 45° ~nd 90°, the number 

of <:/ (md:i.ngfJ observed .las less than two rercent of the number C?f 1(-.1-1 endings. 

All of the 0·- mesons observed Canl8 from the targlOlt direction. Since photons on 

stainless stee1shou1d give about as many {\+0.3 "IT -mesons, it follows that the 

~ckground of 'ltor if m~?sons from the target llal1s is 1 ess than ;.~ percent of those 

produced in the gas. HOvlBver, if all of the m(~sons Callie frorr, the target gas, one 

has the result that the ratio of the number of 11- to ')( + mesons from hydrogen is 

about 0.02; thi3 alternative is considered quite improbable. 

The total volumG of (:ltu] sien scanned for the c.e~lterius Qxposures , .. as about 

3 3 0.9 Cl11. , for the hydrogen exposures about., 0.6 cr.l • 

III ~ RESULTS 

A qnantt ty \4h:i.ch should be independent of beammoni toring, density of the 
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bombarded gas, and rr60metry considerations is the ratio of the number of ~-to 

1\'+ mesons rroduced. In a particuJar ir meson energy intervs.1 and t.me}e of mdssiol1g ,. 

the minus-plus ratio 1s simply':; 

""here L:7~' and CIf-,,{j are the numbe:c5 of c-and 'h"-.-i.lmeson f~ndings found in the 

volume of erm] sion corresponding to the particular '((meson energy and angle of 

emission. 

An alternate, less reliable, method of obtaining the ratio is of int~rest 

in indicati ~ experin~mtal cons~stoncy. The val~!e of t.he ratio is 

f~ -n"~:! 1-' ~+fd 
\ L 'Jj iJ ) 1.- -0':"".-:7:-:3-;L-:;:1~;---~('==1+=-f':"'. d-:)-

(.,1... r: - . 
. . Ie-' 

"rhere [TJ is the total number of ~;son endings of all types ob~erved, and fd 

is the fraction of rr mesons which dec3.y in night before r8~J.ching the detectors. 

This method is considered less reliable because a count of the total number of 

mesons includes P endings Hhich are more difficult to identify than dtherv- or 

li-,uendings as there is no distingdshing event ,9.t th8ir r:r,ding.'). 

The values for the !dnus-plus ratios from deuterium a.re given in Table IV, 

TABLE 1lT J·IT~US-PLUS .RATIO OF rr ~.F:SONS Fl:WMD,:;UTRRltJ!vI~ 

-Angle 0 ;~ (Mev) Ratio Ratio 
0" (Alternate E'~thcq.L 

45° 43 0.79 .i 0.21 0.75 .i 0.22 
57 1.0~. j; 0.16 1.15 +- C.21 
87 0.89 .t 0.21 0.91 r 0.24-

128 0.99 J: 0.30 Oe7J .I. 0.26 -
MO (Mean) 0.96 .t 0.10 0.94 ~ PAlL_ . 
900 34 1.24 ;t 0.20 1.33 ±: O.3~ 

70 0.98 t 0.14 1.08 'i,: 0.19 
900 (MeanJ 1o.Q9 :!: O.~12 '»'1 ___ ;'0 ~ '0,.17 

1350 39 1.37 .:,- 0.22 '1.06 .,. 
0.20 -

57 1.05 :r 0.18 1.13 :.: 0.26 
1350 (Mean} le21 ± Ot 17 1 8 08 ::: 0 16 

I All Angles 
(Mean) .1.07 ± 0.0'7 ].04 .. 0.09 I J ____________ • __ ---' __________ . __ . _______ : ____ 

.. - ....... - ~ ......... -_. -.-.- -- _.-. 
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It is interesting to note that these ratios.are clos9 to one, and are 
, 

independent at energy or' angle, within. statistics, for the energies and ani$les 

investigated. A ratio of one 'is in agreement with the value of Littauer and 

Walker2g , . vho found, for the emission angle of 1350 and a rr+ meson energy of 

about 50 Mev, a minus-plus ratio of 1.19 ± 0.120 Further evidenoe of this 

independence was furnished by Lebow et al. 2k, who found ratios of 005 ± 0.5 

and 0.10 ± 0 .. 23 at 900 and 260 , respeotively" 

Theoretical calaw.ations of the minus-plus ratios have been carried out. 2J ,5b 

If the interaction of the photon with the currents due to moving charges, only, 

• is considered, the resulting minus-plus ratio varies with the meson energy and 

angle of emission and l.s considerably greater than one for high eneTs7 mesons. 

Better agreement with the experimental results is obtained if the inter-

action is primarily through the static magnetic monents of the nucleons. This 

gives a minus-plus ratio which is essentially independent of the angle of emis-

. sion or the energy of the meson" 

~~ __ ._g~£~~"~?~5?!:-}_~~~ __ .fo~ .. ~'y~9.g~.I) __ a~_.'p.~).!.~!,~.llIl.lo 

For a line source emitting 1T mesons, in the case ",here there are only two 
, . 

particles in the final state, cog., photons bombarding protons to glV~ a meson 

and a neutron, as shown in Figo 8, the differential oross section can be found 
~, 

from the following formula: 

--- _. --_ .... - ,.-......... -.---~ ..... ~-.," .... -~ .. -------.... , . ...- tl 
"i' 

2J. K. A. Brueckner and [~ •. L. Goldberger, Phys. 'Rev. 19, 1725 (1,)49) 
K. Ae Brueckner,· Phys. Rev. 7'"1, 6L~1 (1)50) 
G. Araki, Progress of Theoretical Physics 5, 507 (1~50) 

/ ; -. 
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= 

where € is the efficiency of the detector. 

h is the effective neight of the dete~t0re 

W is the effective width of the detector. , 
d is the effective length of the detector. 

~N are the number of counts observed at. a particQlar meson energy E, and. 

average angle of emission, 8. 

dqjd.k:o are the number, of quanta of energy.k per unit en~gy, l.rhich contribute 

to the production of the mesons. ' Tnis factor dep&nds on the detailed 

shape of the bremsstrahlung spectrw~ • 

• dk6/dE relates the photon energy interval to the meson energy interval. This 

factor'may be obtained fromi'know.'.edge'of 1-0= f (E,~) 

dE/dR relates the range interval of the detector to the energy interval of 

mesons leaving'the taigete It is a function'of 6 and Eo' 

n is the number'of targetpraticles per,unit vblUlij,e, in this e)'l)erilDent, 

either the number of protons or neutrons per unit volume. 

This is the geometrical factor that changes 

only in going from one average angle to another e' 

R j 13 the distance from an inten'al of length of the -t.urget; dt~ to the 

detector. 

a is the ~rpendicular distance from the line source to the detector. 
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If there are more than two particles in the final state, i:11e en':!rgy of the 

11' meson is not a single' valued function of the photon energy I and dk/dE is not 

defined. One method of evalUating data is to replace £g 'dk by the number of' 
dk 

equivalent quanta, Q, where the numb(~r of equivalent q'lanta is defined as the 

total energy in the,be~ d1vid"'!d by the maximum photon energy_ The cross section, 

with the number of equivalent quanta. defined in this way is th,en 

The c.ifferential cross sectien, der-(e), can be found by int.egrating djr(~£ 
d.Q;.. <iE d ' 

over dE and the total cross seotion by integrating the differentia.l crOSB sectio.n 

over ~he solid angle. The data was extrapolated from,O to 40 Mev to obtain the 

differential cross sections, a.rrl over the angles that ~ere not mF.asured to obe 

tain the total cross sections. 
': 

, In order topbtain the craGS sections, certain correotions were applied to 

the data. These corrections were: 1) Decay in flirrht of the 'If nesons. Aval,ue 

for the mean life of the 1'( meson ,,,as taken to be 2..!) x 10-8 sec. ~,5 • This cor-

rection is Sr::la.}} , 'raryi:'lP, from 5 p::;rcent at 10'" meson (mergies to 2. ~ percEmt. 

...-' at high. 2) Slit penetration. The geometry factcr, G(S)" t;ar:: calcul.ated on the 

basis of perfectly opagu,e 511 ts 't,o the ',f mesons. This is olYJ'iously f.n. over sim-

plification a.s som~ m~sor:s of high C":norgy may penetrate the s] It and s'1.i11 have 

enough energy to reach the detectors; these mesons w1.11 then be observpd ai, a 
:. 

lower meson energy. The correction ',,:as made b'l calculating the increase in slit 

,-,rldth, and thus the geometrical fa.ctor, as a function of the r.1eson energy. 3) Mul-

tiple scatter. For the emulsion detection the. condition for "poor geor.wtryll 

" 

vas snti8fied. The front edge of thE eli!uls1on was in cont3.ctv;1th the Jead 
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absorber. The thickness of the emulsion» about 2 x 10-2 em, was very small 

compared to the height of the lead absorber, 4.5 cr,l, and the absorber and meson 

beam were wide compared to the width of the emulsion scanned. The reIDeS. dis-

placements for mesons traversing the lead and glass absorbers were calculated 

using methods which consider energy loss of the mesonsll, and the net loss of 

If mesons. to the emulsion detectors was found to be negligible. In the ca.se 

of crystal detection the poor geometry condition was not entirely satisfied 

because of the large size of the crystals and their position with respect to 

the absorbers. The resulting correction factors, which have been applied to 

all subsequent data, are shown in Fj.g. 9. 

A fourth correction is for nuclear interactions in the absorbers. Because 

some mesons may be absorbed, or undereo large ru1g1e scattering in interacting 

with nuclei, they will not reach the detector. The evidence, at the present 

time, indicates that the cross section for nuclear events for 71 mesons in flight 
. 21 

traversing matter 18 of the order of a geometrical nuclear area. The valUEis 

of nuclear areas found from high energy neutron scattering experiments were 

used in obtaining these correction factors. 22 This correction varies from 

about 8'percent at ajJmeson energy of 35 Mev to 85 percent at 150 Mev. 

1. Energy Distributions in the Lab System. The energy distributions 

forri 4- mesons with the appropriate corrections have been calculated ~r equiv

alent quantum, Q, atd are plotted in Fig. 10 for each of the production angles, 

o 00 0 45 , 9 ,and 135 • The crystal data which was obtained by the three detection 

21. C. Chedester, P. Isaacs, A. Sachs, and J. Steinberger Phys.hev. 82, 958 
(1951) 

22. ~. Cook, E; McMillan, J. Peterson and D. Sewell, Phys. Rev. '12, 7 (1949) 
S. 'Fernbach, R. Serber and T. B. Taylor, Phys. Rev. 12., 1352 (1949)' 
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th d t; d' (J h b b" d me. 0 S lr-', rr-,") an /]- {.{-~, ave een com ~ne • 

"Ii - mesons from deuterium is also plotted at 450
• 

The energy di6trib~iion for 

The absolute cro~s "section 

scale for the crystal data was fixed by the emulsion data from hydrogen and 

deuterium at the emission angle of 90° and meson energy of' 70 Mev. The rel-

ative values of the hydrogen to deuterium energy distributions, as obtained 

by the crystal detection, were not altered by this emulsion normalization. 

The agreement between crystal and emulsion data at other points is good. 
\ 

Smooth curves have been drawn through the data and extrapolated tf zero 
1 

meson energy for the purpose of integration. 'lhe dashed curves have been cor-

rected for nuclear interaction. 'I'he tails on the energy'distributions, which 

appear at meson energies above tha.t allowed by conservation of energy and mo-

mentum at the angle~, e, are due to those mesons which are allowed through 

the collimating system at angles smaller than e. The shape of the hydrogen 

spectrum a_~ 90° ,compares favorably with that of Bishop et ale 2d,ew'he~' the tail 

is ~:aken into accou11t. The absolute value of the Jaak of the hydrogen spectrum 

~~xiRXXx2xXimK~~ax:~FK~m~YY~'~~~~ Xv~~ is in agreement, with the recent

ly renormalized value of Steinberger and BiShOp2e--hereafter referred to as 

S.B. From Fig. 10 it is seen that the distributions for hydrogen,and d.euterium 

are similar in shape. 

. 
The uncertainties in Fig. 10 and in subsequent curves are standard devia-

tions due to statistics only. The relative photon beam integration for the 

experiment is considered, to be as good as 2 percent. The values at 45° rel-
• 

o ,,; 0 
ative to those at 90 ~~d 135 are only as good as the normalization of the 

'0 

plate clata, about 10 percent. The largest uncertainty in absolute values is 
. 

that of the absolute beam integration which may be as large as 20 percent • 

• 
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2. Differential Cross Sections per Q in the Lab System. The differential 

cross sections for :r+ mesons were found by integrating under the curves of 

Fig. 10; they are plotted in Fige 11. The values coulq be changed somewhat 

b~. a different extrapolaUon to zero Inef'lOn energy. Smooth curves have been 

drawn through the data for the purpose of obtaining total cross sections. 

The dashed cm-ves have been corrected for nuclear interaction. 

3. Total Cross Sections per Q. The total cross sections for\! f mesons 

from hydrogen and deuterium per Q were found by integrating the differential 

cross sections of Fig. 11 over the solid angle. In addition to the uncertain
• 

ties listed previously there is the uncertainty due to the extrapolation over 

angles for which the differential cross sections were not obtained. Since 

o 0 the solid angle ppproached zero at 0 and 180 , this introduces a small error. 

The total cross sections are given in Table V. The uncertainties in 

Table V are those of the absolute beam integration. 

" , " . 

'fable V. Total, Cross Sections per Q for ~iT -/. Hesons from 
Deuterium and Hydrogen 

Target ,.,- T cm2 crl proton-l . 

I 

deuterium I 
hydrogen I 8 • .3 :: 1.7 

Icr:..correcte:d for nuclear interaction 
l I 

I 
Ii. 7.7 + 1. 5 x 10-29 

I 10.3:::' 2.1 
I 

4. Deuterium-hYdrogen ratios for "11 1- meson production,: The .ratios of the 

cross sections for the production of '1'1 i' mesons from deuteriU11i and hydrogen, . 

as obtained from the energy distritutions for several energies at each .of the 

productj?n angles, are plotted in Fig. 12. These ratios are dependent only on 

the relative beam monitori~g, a.nd in the case of emuJ,.sions,· also on the relative 

plate thicJr.ness. Therefore, the largest uncertainties are given by the statisticse 

J . 

. ' 
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Cha~ and Lewis4a ,b and others5 have used an interaction of the form L + a:. K 
, , . 

aM/the impulse approximation to theoretically investigate this deuterium-hydrogeti 
/ ' 

.. ~tio. They point out that .'in order to caloulate the ratio, it is n~cessary to 

./ evaluate certain overlap integrals over the relative momentum of the t\oJO outgoing 
, 

neutrons using the 101 tial deuteron and final di-neutron 'dave funotions. If 

these flli"'lctions are knoWllp the calculation is possible.. For the initial deuteron 

wave function, four authors4a,4b,5b,5c have used the Hulthen wave function 

--- '--'--
r 

and one,a has used the above with ~ = 00. From the low energy (n,p) scattering 

cross section, and the coherent scattering amplitude of neutrons soattered from 

:bydrogen23 ,24, the value of the effective range, and thus P. can be obtained • • 
The neutrons in the final state have been treated as plane Y8,ves4b ,5a,5c as 

ending ina IS state5b, 5c, and closure theorems have been invoked to perform the 

integrations over the final state.4a The plane wave treatment neglects the 

, interaction between the two neutrons which occurs Hhen their, relative momentum 

is ~ll. The ls state treatm.ent is only valid for low relative momentum 

between the two nucleons, and the closure method sums over all values of the 

relative momentum, some of which are not alloyed by conservation oi'~nergy and 

momentum, and thus tends to overestimate the ratio. 

Chew and Lewis~a give the deuterium-hydrogen ratio in the fO~In 
#> 

(~::.)~ [1 -'~ kO 8)] tmaX [2 ~. F f cos 'loq L (F1 -F2)+ (Fl"" r 
(~\ 

= 0 

M qO ~qO L2 + K2 \dS\../ H 
lro ~ , , 

23. J. M. Blatt and J. D. Jack~on, Phys. Rev. 76, 18 (1949) 

24. D. J. Hughes, ~'1. T. Burgy, and G. Ro Ringo, Phys. Rev. 11, 291 (1950) 

d'lo 
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wh'9re H is the proton rest mass, '10, q, and Illq 8.t'9 thG !nJ~Jon total energy, 

l'1o:nentum, and rest. mass, respeotively, in units of Hev. Fl and F2* are 

IUllct.ions of .3, ko' and 0.0 where 9 is the meson· angle Hith the beam direction 

and kp is the photon energy. A super c, i.e., q~, refers tc the kineme.tics for 

t.he free Iluc1eon case. The data has been comrort:d to the theoretical predictions 

obtained by tl10 different metho::lS. 

i1ethod 1:· The El.bove j,ndicatod nUrneric£ll 5.ntegr~ltion is evalUlJ.ted. for a 

glven ko • It has been previously pointed. out that there is nc'" unique relation-

ship among 9, ko' and Clo for mesons produced from deuterclllS J as is the case for 

. mesons from protons. If the e.ssll.--nptlon is made thut the. deuterium meson energy 

spectrura.. from 8. given Ito is narrow and that the peak occurs at the lino spectru:n 

f~'OIi1 hydrogen, other photons \.rill not contribute appreciably to the number of 

h18S0nS at a part3.cular 9, and meson kinetic energy, E. Tho experimental ratio 

at a given fil650n kinetic energy can be then co:n.pared to the theoretical ratio 

for a photon energy obtained by the free partielo kinematics. lIt Fig. 12 are 

plotted the dotted curves obta.ined in this manner. Those marked K2/L2 = 00 .' refer to all spill interaotion, and those marked K2/L2 = a, to no spin interaction. 

These curves have been eValuated for the Hulthe'n deuteron fWlction for ;.:i :: ba.. 

Tpe experimental ef£ecti ve range24 of 1.71 x 10-13 em fixes the vcilue of t' to 

within a few percent. It can be seen from the dotted carves that the theoretical 

------.--~----. 

"The Fl and F2 of Chew and Levis4a are related to the F- and F+ of Saito et al. 5o 

by F_ = q 
2koA2 

.., 
where A"-

momenta of the tvTo !"esu1.te.nt neutrons. 
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de'1.terhtlJl-hY'.lI'ogen ratio!; ar-<:: less than OH'3 1:nd inerc;Jose '.!1.th incr',eai3in,; :neson 

energies (photon enfll·r;ies). The d:~.ta, on the other lli.=..nd, have a. d.i::;tinct do'..lll'"-

the neglect. in the theoretical rEl.t.i~) or the contribution of ~lleSvn3 .fro;~ ot.her 

of f:. !'!tnTO,,; sI)ecte~1IIl is only valid for meson angles near 0°. 

EWtI.lU8.ted for th~' e~(per'imentn.lly deter'l!.inea quantity 

GIlorgy , 
'1 2 \ 
( d u I ,-----1 
\dEd0.Jo 

done by performing the integration over the bremsstr,ahlung spectrum at a fixed 

meson energy. The resulting ratio is then given by 

where CB(ko) 1s the bremsstrahlung photon energy distribution from a 20 mil plati-
• 

num targ~t corrected .for the spread -O<lt beam with n.n upper l1mi t photon energy 

of 322 :..fev. kO is the photon momentum and Vko) is the excitation .function for 

Tl mesons from hydrogen. '.the excitation functions used in the numerical integra

tion of this ratio were those of Steinberger and Bishop2e, Feld at alo 2j and of 

this paper (see the section on excitation functions) for the angles of 90, 26~ 

and 135 and 45 degrees, respectively. The computed ratio is not very sensitive 

to the excitation functions used. From the solid curves obta'tned in this manner 

it is seen that the theoretica.l ratio drqps rapidly near t!~e upper end of the 
r, 

bremsstrahlung and is equal to zero at maximum rboto~ energy. This drop-off is 
h 

due. to the effect qf the cut' off of the photon spectrum a.nd the broad meson 

speotrum from deuterium for monoenergetic photons. 
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The solid ourves fit the data very well at 90 and 45 deg. but drop off too 

.. ' sharply at 135 deg. This departure oan be mainly attributed to the effect of 

the angular unoertainty of ± 19 deg. in the experimental data. Mesons contributed 

to the deteotor from ~~ller angles tend to increase the ratio which is measured 

at a given meson. energy. a' The change in· me so.n energy. wi th angle.a t a fixed photon 

e~ergy is much more rapid in the backward direction~thus the angle uncertainty 

has'·i!lore affeot at 135 than at 90 and 45 deg. In addition an' uncertainty in 

the theoretical deuterium meson energy distr~b'.ltions would give the greatest 
! ~, 

Wloertainty in the ratio near the c~t-off of the bremsgtrahlung. 

At each of the angles. the deuterium-hydrogen ratios were averaged over the 

energy intervals ",here data exist and are given in Table VI. The theoretical 

values obtained in the same· manner are also given. "The values of Lebow et'ale 2k 

at ,26 anti< 90 deg.ha;~· be~n inoluded. 

The agreement betwen experiment and theory gives strong support f9r the 

validity of the impulse approximation.. From Fig. 12 and Table VI it oan'·be 

seen that the statistics of thedAta are not sufficient to determine the fraction 

of spin interaotion. In order to have a large exclusion effect, and thus 

lar~e differenoes in the ratios for all and ho spin interaction the relative 

momentum between the two outgoing neutrons must be small.3,4 Onfortunatelx. 

this occurs at small angles to' the photon beam direction where the background 
I 

due to electrons is very high. At ·these forward angles ,.lhere the eXcllusion 

effect is large, the deuterium spectrum is also sharp and the bremsstrahlung 
l . 

spectrum does not present{,a problem. 

It should be kept in mind that the theoretical ratios.are. dependent on the 

initial deuteron and final nucleon wave functions. Computations have been 
'. / 

carried out for the case of the Hulthen deuteron wave funotion in the initial 

state with p = <.X>, and for plane waves for the nuclEwns in the final state. The 
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Table VI. Deuterium-hydrogen ratios, \dEdi'Ll DI ~dEd~-JH D 

H ' averaged 

over the meson kinetic energy interval, !iE, where data exists. 
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values obtained for the ratio \Jere muoh lower than the curves of Fig. 12. On 

the other, hand, computations , using the Hulthtn function with ~ = 6a and' closure 

in the final state give ratios siightly larger than the curve:3 of Fig. 12. 

The experimental value of the ratio of the total cross, sections is 

0.75 ± 0.04. In this case the value is dependent on the relative shar~s of 

the energy spectra at angles 1Jhich were not measured. Systematic errors due 

to this could cE1use uncerta.inties larger than the statistical Wlcertairrties. 

5. Exoitation Functions for Hydrogen and Deuterium in the Lab System 

The excitation function for rr+ mesons from hydrogen per photon of energy, ~ 

has been oomputed. For th~case of deuterium, one can make the assumption of 

the previous section to calculate dk/dE from hydrogen'kinematics to get an exci-

tation function for deuteriumc Again, this approximation 1s good only at small 

meson :,ang1es. ' The excitation funotions, so oaloulated, appear in Fig. 13. 

The data " , has been correoted for nuclear interaction. In order 

t + - d· be to improve lie statistics, the If and rr mesons from I, e ute rl.1.lm have en com-

bined; a minus-plus ratio of one was taken. The data have been fitted to 

straight lines, so that it could be used to firo.d points on the angular distri~ 

bution in the center of mass system .. , 2e The excitation funetion found by S.B~~ 

~p been superimposed for the purpose of comparison. 
~; 

It should be pointed out that this erperiment is pri:narily a survey experi-

ment to compare the deuterium and hydrogen productions and vas not designed 

.' 
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to investigate t.he excitation function, or the angular distribution in the 

manner of the previous experimenters~ Although quite inconclusive, the excita-

tion function for hydr'ogan of this experiruent is consistent with that of S. B. 

for the produc d.on anglo of' 900
• The excitation curves for deuterium 'show 

slluilar trends with. somewhat better statistics. 

6,. Differential Cross Sect.ions for Hydrogen and Deuterium in tho Center 

of Mass System. Points on the angular distribution curves, for various photon , . 

energies were obtained by cutting through the excHatlon function curves at 
'. ! 

different photon energies. 'The angJs s and cross sections were transformed to 
I)' 

the center of mass system and are ' plotted in Fig. 14. 'fhe anb'"U.lar distribution 

of S.B. is included for comparison. Three points on an angul!:U' distributi. on 

curve a.re obviously not sufficient to determine its shar.;e. 'Ihe agreellient be-

tYeen the data o.f Fig. 14 for 255 Hev photons on hydrogen and, the SeB. data 
~ ., 

is good., Both sets of data tend to show 1-he apparent reaking at an &..ngle larger 

than 90° in the center of mass system. The curves f0r other photon energies 

are drawn only. to show a po's~ible trend of the angular distributions as a func<!<-

tion of the prlOtoll energy e 

The theoretical unpllcs.tions of the excitation curves and angular distri-, 

butions for hydrog'3n have been treated by S.B. and by G. Araki25 • 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, one can draw the following conclusions from this experiment: 

1) The. minus-plus ratio for deuterium is close to one, and within statistics, 

i~dependent of the production angle or energy of the K meson. This implies 

25. G. Araki, Physe hev e ~2, 959 (1951) 
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a produotion·interaotion whioh is primarily through the magnetic moments of 

the nuoleons, and independent of the charge oarried by the nucleon except to 

determine the charge of the rr meson produced. 

2) The experimental ratios of the deuterium to hydrogen cross-sections are 

in agreement with the phenom~nological theory of Chew and Lewis when the theory 

is treated in the following way: a) The Hulthtn potential with ;3 :.:: 6a is used 

in the initial state; b) Plane \laves are used for the nucleons in the final 

state; and c) The bremsstrahlung cut-off is taken into account (Method 2). 
" 

This agreement gives strong support to the validity of the impulse approximation. 

Computations using ~ =00 in the in~tial state and pla::le waves in the 

final state give values for the ratio much lO'war than the experim.ent. Computa-

tions u:ing. ~ ==.6a in the initial state and closure in the final state give 

values slightly higher than the experiment. The treatment of the theory by 

Hethod 1 does not give the observed variation of the ratio wi'th lIleson energy. 

This method will only be good at &~11 angles to the beam where the ~eson dis

tribution from deuterium becomes extrelnely narrow so that the bremsst~ahlung , 

spectrum may be neglected~ 

The statistics of the experiment are not sufficient to determine the amount 

of spin interactiono 
,/ 

3) ·The excitation function for hydrogen is con13istent with that of S.Bo for 

the production angJe of 900
• The excitation curves for deuterium show trends 

which are similar to those for hydrogen. The points on the angular distribution 
+ . 

for rr mesons from hydrogen in the center of mass system for 'a photon of 255 Hev 
. " '., 

are in agreement with the ourve of S.Bo with the apparent peaking at an/·angle 
. ~~ 

larger than 90°. The points from deuterium show.similar results to those from 

hydrogen. 
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It has been strongly: emphasized by Chew end Le, .. 1s4a,4b and others that 

. + 
measurements of th~ sp~n flip probability for rr meson production from deuteriuni. 

should be carrled out at small angles to the beai'n direction. Here the exclusion 

effect is much greater, the assumptions of the theory are better, and the· com-

parison between. theory and experiment is more e~eact. Present investigations 

are being.carried out along these line3. 
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Schematic layout of the essential experbuental components. 

Section through the gas target assembly. 

Schematic drawing of vertical and horizontal sections through the gas 
~. 

target and the collimating system witli the detectors in position. 

Plot of the angular distribution of '1'(+ and<i' mesons for the 1..5° and 
" 

90° collilliaiihg systems demonstrating the angular resolution. The 

data was obtained from the emulsions. The mesons had a nlean i~itial 
t. 

energy of 70 lvlev and a final energy of 2 Hev; the angles were measured 

at 200 microns back from the meson endings. 'rne dotted line repreE'ents 

the calculated angular resolution neglecting multiple scattering. 
It 

This channel resolution was folded into the multiple scattering of the 

mesons in passing through the absorbers to obt&in the solid smooth 

curve. 

Blockdiagralll of the electronics used in the crystal coincidence de-

tection. 

Projected track length distribution of .-1--1+ mesons. The track lengths 

were measUred from their endings, bac'k to the point where they entered 

pr left the emulsion to about 10 percent,accuracy. lne c~~ve on the 

j,4+meson r~ge distribution plot is the expected ,dist.ribution based 

on normalization between 50 and 500 micron ranges. 

Fig. 7 Distribution in angle of the'!l-:-:I./.'cr' P a:tld....<.i-l-mesons from deuteriuru 
, . 

for the 45° collimating system. ~ angles of the tracks were measured 

at the point where they entered the enn;,lsion, or 200 microns back from 

their ElUding, whichever ",as thE' shor'i:,er. The abscissa is the an"le ;,;). 

to the beam direction. 

Fig. 8 SChe'.mal,ic drawing of the line source .?l1d detector element. 
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Curves showing the correction factors applied to the data for time 

of flight, slit penetration, and multiple scattering. These are given 

for the coincidence orystal deteotion at 900 and 135°, and for the 
/I 

emulsion detection at 450 and 900 • No correction for multiple scat-

tering was necessary in the Case of emulsion jetectiono 

Fig. 10 Energy distributions in the lab system at 45°, 90°, and 1350 for "/T+ 

mesons from deuterium and hydrogen and at 450 for rr- mesons from 

deuterium. The crystal data obtained by the 3 detection methods i,8ve 

been combined. Smooth curves hnve been drawn through the data and 

extrapolated to zero for the purpose at' integration. The dashed curves 

have been corrected for nuclear interaction in the absorbers. Uncer-
.' 

tainties shown. are standard doviatior;3 due to statistics only. The 

horizontal lines are the detector energy \.:idths. 

Fig. 11 Differential cross secti ons per, Q, in the lab system for 1r+ mesons from 

deutel"ium and hydrogen. ::;mooth curves were d raWIl for the purpo::.e of 

integration and extrapol~ted into 0° and 180°. The dashed curves 

have 'been corrected for nuclear interaction in the absorbers. Unoer-

tainties are standard deviations due to statistics only. The hori-

zontal lines a.re the,detector angular widthso 
. \ 

Fig. 12 Deuterium-hydrogen ritios for 1,+ meson production at 450 , '10 0 , ahd 

1350
• The tJlcertainties are st;::.ndard deviations due to stutistics 

I 
only.. The hor:i.zon.:t-al linf:s are the energy widths of the detector-so 

The curves marked .£t2/L2 = (» and K2/L2 :::: '0 are the theoretical pre-

dictions for all spin inter6.ction and no spin interaction, respectivelyo 

In the theoretical computation::; the Hulth/rl wave function ltiith !3 :::: 6a 

has been used for th~ ini tinl deuterOl~ state and (,plaIl€! ...,.aves hdve been 

used for the nucleons in the firull state. Hathod 1 and i'1ethotiTl!:lfer 

to the wa:y the theory has been compc.red to the data. 
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Fig. 13 Excitation functions for hydrogen and deutertu."'ll in the lab system. 

In' the case of deuterium, the photon energy was assigned on the assump-

tion that the proton was free. The data has been fitted to straight 

000 
lines at each of the angles, 45 , 90 , and 135, for the p~pose of 

obtaining points on the differential cross section curv~s in the center 

of mass-systam. The excitation function of Steinberger and Bishop2e 

for -l~ 4- mesons from hydrogen obtained from their data for an emission 

angle of 900 has been included for comparison. In order to improve 

the statistics, in the case of deuterium, the 11t: and n- mesons have 

been combined; a minus-plus ratio of one was taken. The data have 

been corrected for nuclear interaction in the absorbers. The uncer-- , 

tainties are standard deviations due to statistics, only. 
i 

Fig, 14 :DiffereIt,tial cros:; sections for hydrogen and deuterium" in the center 

or mass system. Curves have been dra~ in to show a possible trend 

of the angular distribution' with the photon energy. Included is the 

curve of Steiribergorand Bishcp2e for nt- mesons from 255 Mev Fhotons 

on hydrogen. ' The uncertainties are standard deviations due to statistics 

only. The data have been corrected for nuclear interactIon in the 

absorbers. 

Inforrna tion Division 
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